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 Minutes 

Citizens Oversight Committee 

May 15, 2017 

Dallas High School 

6:00 pm 

 

Present:  Rich McFarland, Tami Montague, Michelle Johnstone, Kevin Montague, Gary 

Suderman, Vonnie Good, Glen Miller, Tim Larson, Jon Schrock 

 

Guests:  Tim Ray, Steve Spencer, Shawn Hall 

 

1.0 Welcome  

 

2.0 Approval of Minutes – A motion was made by Glen Miller to approve the minutes as 

presented.  The motion received a second by Vonnie Good and passed unanimously.  

Vonnie also commented on how well she felt the minutes were regularly taken and 

expressed her appreciation for all the information and detail Kate includes. 

 

3.0 Project Updates 

 

3.1 Financial – $206,124.00 was spent in April.  With the additional purchase orders 

to be processed in the next few weeks, the total expenditures will be 

approximately $6.7million by the next meeting.     

 

3.2 MPR’s – We will be processing the three purchase orders to move forward with 

contracts with the two general contractors.  We have begun regular progress 

meetings with the contractors, and as necessary, the subcontractors.  The meetings 

are currently every other week.  Once school is dismissed for the summer those 

meetings will be held weekly.   

 

The contractors have already begun sending submittals and RFIs.  If there are no 

problems, we expect delivery of the Oakdale outdoor play-shed mid-July.  We 

approved an alternate structure because the original option could not be delivered 

in time.  We’ve been told HVAC/air handlers have an approximate 10 week lead 

time, as does the kitchen equipment.  The projects need to continue moving 

quickly so there are no delays. 

 

3.3 Seismic – In addition to the $1.5million grant already received for Whitworth 

seismic upgrades, we have been awarded another seismic upgrade grant bringing 

the total seismic upgrade grants to $2.2million.  

  

3.3.1 We have been awarded a $700k grant to complete seismic upgrades to the 

Whitworth gym.  ZCS has been notified of the new award and is 

beginning the necessary engineering work.  We will not begin that project 



 

 

until summer 2018. 

 

3.4 Facilities Assessment Grant – We have received a $20k assessment grant from 

the Oregon Department of Energy.  The grant will pay for an approved 

architect/engineer to do a structural assessment of district buildings.  Although we 

do not have a contract with them, we have asked Soderstrom if they are interested 

in this project as they have already been working with us to assess the buildings 

for the Privacy for All projects and are very familiar with our facilities.   

 

The information will be entered into a data collection spreadsheet which will then 

identify the best plan of action for upgrade/maintenance, such as areas to repair 

and areas to completely deconstruct and rebuild.  The assessment also helps 

determine when renovations no longer make sense.  It is an overall review of the 

facilities and is a guideline of where they are in their life.  While there is a 

reporting requirement based on the grant, any work that is determined as 

necessary is not required.  Rather, it’s like most of our assessments, and is to be 

done “as funding becomes available”.   

 

The State uses the information as a data collection for a variety of reports they 

prepare regarding public buildings, just as they’ve used the data from our lead-in-

water testing, radon, AHERA, and so forth.  The hope is that, with this data, the 

legislators will see the real needs in school districts and provide future funding 

accordingly.  Legislators don’t necessarily know where the State provides funding 

to districts and where they do not. 

 

We did not, however, receive the Long Range Facilities Plan grant, but will be 

applying at the next opportunity.  Districts which did not receive it during this 

round will move up on the list for the next round.  Not receiving the grant at this 

time actually works in our favor.  Should we receive it during the next round we 

will be better prepared as we will have our large projects as well as the 

assessment complete and we will have a better idea of the most needed areas to 

address.   

 

We are also going to hold off on forming the Long Range Facility Plan committee 

until we are done with the current projects and see if we will be awarded the grant 

during the next round.  Under the current Long Range Facility Plan, it looks like 

we will have completed everything suggested for Whitworth due to the seismic 

upgrade award.  For example, because of the work we must do inside, we are also 

able to get locker style cubbies installed.  Once all of the bond and seismic work 

is complete we can review the current plan to determine all we’ve been able to 

complete and reevaluate what is left. 

 

 



 

 

4.0 Tour of DHS – Steve Spencer shared some of the vision for the CTE/Measure 98 

upgrades.  Included is to redesign under-utilized and/or “wasted” spaces such as the 

social studies commons.  That particular area is isolated and can only be accessed 

through three separate classrooms.  Therefore, it is nearly never used.  By redesigning 

that area and an adjoining classroom, a more useable space will be created for use as a 

career preparation/computer testing lab space.  This will allow more space in the shop 

area as one of those spaces is currently being used as the testing lab.  The leadership 

room is another example of underutilized space.  It is predominately used during 

registration and for a staging/holding place for event items.  While the district is not 

currently growing in student population, there is a need to better utilize the space we have 

to create more relevant learning opportunities for our students. 

 

4.1 Shop – The shop currently has a lot of underutilized space.  One idea for that area 

is to do something similar to Silverton, and have three bays; robotics, wood shop 

and automotive area.  The desire is to create individual lab and classroom spaces.  

 

We currently have Perkins funds which supports robotics, however it is 

predominately a club now.  There is a desire to create a full program for 

robotics/engineering/digital media. 

 

Upgrades to the current shop area, creating a CTE facility, creates challenges.  For 

example, there would likely be a need for lead paint and asbestos abatement as 

well as possible seismic and electrical upgrades.   

 

4.2 Foods Room – The current foods room is a basic home economics room with 

residential style ranges and other outdated equipment.  The goal for this area is to 

upgrade it to industry standards and develop a full culinary program.  Due to the 

cost of upgrading the area along with the cost of necessary appliances and 

equipment, the completion of this project may need to be phased over time. 

 

An option for the current leadership room space, since it is across from the foods 

room, is to modify it into a bistro type setting to allow culinary students real-

world experience in running a restaurant style business and create an income 

opportunity for the program. 

 

4.3 Other potential CTE pathways areas – The goal is to have six (6) distinct 

pathways by September.  These include; medical/health, culinary, agriculture, 

business/management, robotics/engineering and arts/communication/digital 

media. 

 

Currently there is approximately $1.5million of the bond earmarked for CTE 

upgrades.  There was a question regarding how Measure 98 and the bond budget 

would work together and if the budget from the bond could be increased to 

$3million to help with building upgrades.  There is also the potential for a future 



 

 

award of a seismic grant for the shop area as well as other grant opportunities for 

the various programs. 

 

The current project commitments for second issuance are: drainage, stadium 

upgrades, ADA bathrooms and access control.  The three large projects for first 

issuance are over-budget.  Kevin has been asked to look at the estimates for the 

current and committed projects to determine what amount is available from the 

bond for CTE upgrades. 

 

If the CTE upgrades need to be phased over time, Steve S. indicated classes could 

be scheduled accordingly.   

 

At the next meeting we can discuss priorities for the CTE upgrades.  For example; 

begin moving the careers lab into the main building to free up shop space for 

renovations, re-designing the foods room, utilizing the leadership room, etc.   

 

To create a successful CTE program we will need to find good partners.  

Additionally, it will be important to clearly communicate with the community and 

stakeholders the plans and goals of the program and the district. 

 

5.0 Public Comment – There was no public comment. 

 

6.0 Next meeting – June 19, 2017 at 6:00 p.m. in the Board Room at the district offices. 

 

7.0 Adjourn – The meeting was adjourned at 7:20 p.m.  

 

 

 

__________________________________   ____________________________ 

Rich McFarland / Committee Chair    Date 

 

 

_______________________________   ____________________________ 

Kate Hall / Committee Secretary    Date 



Bond Projects Financial Report Apr 2014-Jun 2016 2016-17 2016-17

RESOURCES (Through Phase III Energy Projects)
Prior Yrs Jul-16 Aug-16 Sep-16 Oct-16 Nov-16 Dec-16 Jan-17 Feb-17 Mar-17 Apr-17 May-17 Total YR 3 Total Actual Projected

Total Actual + 

Projected

Interest 58,284$                    5,032$          5,167$          4,797$          5,327$          4,878$          4,998$          5,511$          4,878$          5,628$          5,718$          5,655$          57,589$         $              115,873  $                  6,000  $              121,873 

State Grants -$                              9,340$          19,763$        29,103$         $                29,103  $                29,103 

Energy Incentives -$                  $                          -  $                          - 

Seismic Grant ($1,492,900) -$                               $                          -  $           2,175,975  $           2,175,975 

Bond Proceeds 9,696,340$               -$                  $           9,696,340  $           9,696,340 

TOTAL RESOURCES 9,754,623$               5,032$          5,167$          4,797$          5,327$          4,878$          4,998$          5,511$          14,218$        5,628$          5,718$          25,418$        86,692$         $           9,841,315  $           2,181,975  $         12,023,290 

REQUIREMENTS  Total Expended 

 Encumbered/ 

Contracted  Total Enc + Exp 

000 - General Bond Management
241,492$                  9,523$          30,938$        9,523$          (7,574)$        9,524$          15,541$        14,881$        14,900$        17,372$        15,116$        15,003$        144,747$      386,239$               41,639$                 427,878$               

200 - Parking Lots & Grounds (SubCat = Landscape, 

Irrigation, Drainage, Concrete, Fencing) 16,849$        21,532$        923$             3,408$          2,130$          1,723$          567$             47,131$        47,131$                 35,179$                 82,310$                 

300/400 - Energy Projects (SubCat = Windows, Electrical, 

HVAC/Boilers, Technology) 277,665$                  3,500$          7,066$          31,582$        834$             20,754$        1,262$          64,998$        342,663$               104,767$               447,430$               

500 - Roofing & Envelope, Ancillary Bldgs  (SubCat = 

Windows, Athletic Complex, Siding, Gutters) 2,166,135$               107,540$      237,830$      217,447$      30,983$        (1,953)$        1,013$          (1,977)$        33,054$        623,937$      2,790,072$            188,865$               2,978,938$            

600 - Interior Repairs & Renovation (SubCat = Flooring, 

Paint, Interior Remodel) -$                 -$                          -$                          

700 - Health & Safety (SubCat = Seismic Grant, Survey, 

Access Controls, Cameras) 19,659$        2,838$          24,000$        1,994$          92,106$        292$             140,889$      140,889$               2,090,342$            2,231,231$            

800 - Plumbing (SubCat = Restroom Privacy, Re-piping)
89,505$                    2,461$          7,950$          12,765$        29,299$        6,345$          12,375$        18,360$        510$             16,680$        106,744$      196,249$               59,652$                 255,901$               

900 - New Construction (SubCat = MPRs, CTE, Kitchen)
280,320$                  26,199$        20,968$        47,572$        10,340$        70,382$        74,349$        234$             146,805$      46,183$        20,970$        464,002$      744,322$               5,272,172$            6,016,494$            

TOTAL REQUIREMENTS 3,055,117$               117,063$      317,777$      284,485$      134,988$      50,048$        95,037$        129,013$      33,494$        187,588$      206,124$      36,831$        1,592,449$   4,647,566$            7,792,617$            12,440,183$          

ENDING FUND BALANCE 6,699,506$               (416,893)$             

Bond Series 2015 (First Issuance) Amount

% Spend 

Down

of 36 months 25 69.4%

Par Amount 2015 Issuance 9,696,340$               

Seismic Grant 2,175,975$               

State Grants 29,103$                    

Awards and Issuances 11,901,418$             

Actual Expenditures to Date 4,647,566$               47.93%

Committed/Contracted/Encumbered 7,792,617$               80.37%

TOTAL Spent/Committed 12,440,183$             128.30%

Carryover to 2018 Issuance 538,765$                  
* 85% of Issuance must be "substantially" Spent/Committed by 

April 2018 MET

All Yrs Combined


